
Thursday ||| April 23, 2020



Six Feet…



Updates from last week

• Plan on COVID-19 adaptions THROUGH the 2020 season

• MDH / CDC recommendation: masks on everyone at public events

• April 23: report from Maple Grove’s experiment; update from MDA & 
MDH on signage



Ideas from other markets (Greensboro NC)

40 vendor market. Set up a pretty simple system literally overnight. 5th week doing this.

List of vendors and contact info on our website. Customers contact the vendors they want to order from and pay them 
directly. Vendors pack the orders and we have a large tent with sides; group all the orders BY VENDOR NAME and 
alphabetize them within those groups if there are a bunch. If a vendor’s orders need to be frozen or whatever they 
provide the cooler and grab at the days end. We have one person in the tent and one person outside the tent. They have 
masks and gloves, change often, take breaks, etc. From 9-12 customers pull in and the person outside the tent asks their 
name and the name of all the vendors they ordered from. The person inside the tent pulls all that customer’s orders and 
put in the trunk of the car.

Last week we processed more than 300 orders in 3 three hours. No appointments and no traffic 
jams - at two points during the day we had a couple of our floating bouncers help direct traffic, but no customers 
complained at all and many tip or donate online to support the program. We use volunteers and pay them generously. 
The response from the community has been overwhelmingly positive and it takes a huge chunk out of our market traffic 
- we still are able to allow 20 food vendors to set up on site as well.

We allow SNAP customers to pre-order, for those orders the vendor just gives me (the manager) a copy of their invoice 
and when the person arrives, they stop by the market tent to double SNAP and I pay the vendor at the end of the day. 
The customer can still participate in the pre-order and drive through system like anyone else.



Ideas from other markets (Maple Grove MN)



Ideas from other markets 
(Mill City, Mpls MN)



Ideas from other 
markets (Holly 
Springs NC)

Ideas from other 
markets 
(Birmingham AL)

536 cars in 100% pre-order 
via a U-shape drive thru   



Tiffany Tripp, Market Manager ||| Faribault Pop: 23,352 















Questions?

See you 
next week!


